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FOREWORD
If you’ve ever designed a module on comics before, you’ll know how difficult it is to
decide where to begin. Do students need to understand the history before comics
theory? Or do you need to talk about comics form before everything else? And
where do institutions, politics and readers come in? It’s a bit like when a student
comes to your office and asks what they need to read in order to start writing an
essay on graphic novels. What’s the first book or article they need to consult?
There’s no one right way to start studying comics, but there are plenty of wrong
ways (trust me – I’ve tried ‘em), and it’s to the credit of Enrique, Michael, and
Josean that the reader is captivated as soon as they turn the first page of How
to Study Comics & Graphic Novels: A Graphic Introduction to Comics Studies.
Josean’s art deserves plaudits for its subtle colour palate and an unobtrusive line
that’s as graceful as it is simple. And it’s definitely not the case that the words do
the heavy lifting while the pictures provide ornamentation. The layout on page 13
is a great example of the expressivity of Josean’s style: the arrangement of panels
pays homage to the work of Chris Ware as well as providing a visual glossary of
the options that creators have at their disposal when opening up channels for
readers to follow across the page. Gems like this are scattered throughout, such
as the paralleling of the opening book and the toppling tree on page 24, or the
polyptych on page 20 where the cave painting in prehistoric times becomes the
protocomic studied in the present. (And if you want to know what a polyptych is,
you can find out on page 11!)
Another one of the visual charms offered by this guide is the use of Oxford as a
backdrop. On their way to the library, the characters run past The Oxford Research
Centre in the Humanities (TORCH), not just a recognisable landmark but the home
of this project. Where the scholarly conversation surrounding comics is concerned,
TORCH and the Oxford Comics Network have played host to many speakers
and conferences in recent years, and How to Study Comics & Graphic Novels:
A Graphic Introduction to Comics Studies emerges from those interactions. It’s
important that there’s no lone narrator to this guide, since there’s no single way
of doing comics studies, and there’s still plenty of debate about the ways that
academics approach comics and graphic novels. It’s a triumph of compression
that it incorporates such diverse approaches!
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Like the best essays in comics form, it knows when to keep quiet (figuratively
speaking) and show the reader how comics operate, instead of just telling
them. The economy of the artwork extends to the writing – there are no panels
overburdened with long descriptions, or speech balloons that squeeze the
characters out of sight. The guide keeps things concise, and its explanations are
all the more vivid for that concision. This, after all, is where the Further Reading
comes in: if you’ve enjoyed this guide and are keen to explore Comics Studies
further, the authors have compiled the roadmap you need to begin your journey.
But the best thing about Enrique, Michael, and Josean’s introduction to analysing
comics? I don’t need to worry what to do when a student arrives at my office, wanting
to write an essay about comics but unsure where to start. Now I can give them How
to Study Comics & Graphic Novels: A Graphic Introduction to Comics Studies!

Paul Williams
Associate Professor of
Twentieth-Century Literature
and Culture.
University of Exeter.
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iNTRODUCTiON
contrary to historical
prejudices that classify the medium
as light reading, or exclusively addressed
to a young audience, comics have diversified
their form, style, authorship and readership
during the twenty-first century.

ENrique del rey cabero,
Lecturer in Hispanic Studies
at the University of Exeter.

in fact, looking at
audiences through
much of the twentieth
century shows an audience
for comics far
more diverse

in age,

background,

gender,

and
politics
than you
might
imagine.

michael goodrum,
senior lecturer in modern
history at canterbury
christ church university.

on the contrary, as we
will see through these
pages, comics are a
complex medium.

sometimes it
is assumed that comics
are transparent,
easy to read.

As
someone very
rightly said:

“understanding comics is
serious business”*

josean morlesín mellAdo,
lecturer at the university of
the basque country, spain.
*McCloud, S. (1994). understanding comics:
the invisible art. new york: william morrow, p. 197.

you want to
study comics but
are uncertain about
where and how to start?
in this GUiDE we will
cover some of the main
aspects to take
into account when
reading comics.

from how comics
are produced and read
to the various approaches
to studying them.

from comics traditions
and genres around the world
to their distribution methods.
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so, in order to
study comics...
EAK
SQU UEAK
SQ

well, not
everyone agrees
with the use of ‘graphic
novels’.
many creators
are against this term as
they consider it just a
marketing strategy.

Some consider the graphic
novel as a movement: Auteur
comics with complex themes
for adult readers.
in theory, the form is without
genre or style constraints
but in practice, according to
critics who adopt this stance,
the graphic novel is chiefly
concerned with realism, nonfiction, social themes and
(auto)biography.

both definitions of
the graphic novel pose
problems: can a graphic
novel be for children?
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can you have a graphic
novel of any genre
(even action-adventure
or superheroes)?

can it be published in a
serial format?
(canonical graphic
novels such as watchmen
were first published
in series)

wait comics or
graphic novels?

if only comics
researchers got a pound
for every time they were
asked that question!

but it cannot be
denied that the idea of
‘graphic novels’ has helped
comics reach a larger
audience.

it can be said
that there are two main
ways of understanding
the concept.

others consider the graphic novel as a format: long,
self-contained comics (as opposed to serialised ones),
arising in the 1980s as part of a larger project of
‘legitimisation’ of the medium.

the graphic novel adopted
one-shot publication so as to
consciously break with the
traditional seriality of comics,
to imitate the format of the
novel A STORY with a clear
narrative arc that reaches
its conclusion by
the final page.

such an approach regards the novel as a privileged cultural form perhaps
overlooking the fact that it ONCE had similar problems in achieving
cultural recognition.
dostoyevsky
and dickens also
published their works
in serial form,
for instance.

and
jane austen’s
northanger abbey
is, in many ways, a novel
about contemporary
attitudes to
novels.
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now let’s explore
some of the main
elements of...

the panel is generally identified
as the basic unit and it helps the
reader to focus on a particular
space of the page.

a single panel can
occupy the whole page
(splash page).

CREATORS
creators need to decide
what to depict in each panel, a
process that is known
as the breakdown.
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but usually panels are arranged
on the page or double-page
spread with other panels.

panels of various sizes can be
arranged in multiple ways along
the page, producing an infinite
number of different
page layouts.

regular groupings, where all panels are equal in size (grids), can be used, with the possibility of joining some
panels within the same structure.

some artists also decide to give more importance to each tier
(which also has a long tradition on its own, especially in the press,
as we can see with the comic strips in the Sunday papers).

panels are
often separated
by borders

the panels
can also be linked by a
continuous background
(super panels or
polyptychs).

or an
empty space
(gutter).

but sometimes
the images extend
to the edge of the
page (bleed).

and authors
may even choose
to eliminate panels
altogether.
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unlike cinema, in comics
images on a page or double page
are always accessible and this
creates a tension that is very
particular to the medium.

between capturing all the images at once
a tension
between
reading and
seeing,

and focusing on a particular one.

readers
process these images
holistically and are invited
to compare and find
similarities and
differences.
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the artist can also decide to include visual correspondences (motifs, colours,
etc.) to link various images through the tier, the page, the double-page spread
or even the whole book.

panels are traditionally read from left to right (right to left in the case of manga)
and from the top to the bottom of the page in a z-path, a system inherited from the
structure of the book.

or devices
such as arrows
and numbers can
offer multiple
possibilities.

this is the most
common option.

but the
page layout, the
drawing

readers can also engage with the panels in any order or level of detail they
choose, meaning that each reading will be totally unique!

but recent works,
including chris ware´s
building stories, HAVE BROKEN
WITH the format of
the book

and
proposeD
comics in
unusual formats
such as posters,
concertinas or
objects that
denaturalise the
reading process
and foster a
different
interaction
with the
work.
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words (writing) have
traditionally been favoured as a
vehicle for thought anD the
transmission of knowledge.

although
the other senses
do play a role, comics
are a predominantly
visual medium.

wordless
comics have a long
tradition.

a shooting star!!
however,
most comics make use
of both images and
words.

K
SQUEA AK
SQUE

words can appear in
speech bubbles.
an iconic
element of the
language of
comics.
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as well as
thought bubbles

i would say
that a shooting
star is coming
right here!

text can be included
without speech bubbles

or speech bubbles with
different shapes to
indicate expressions.

ing
a shoot
star is
right
coming !
here!!

or replaced by visual elements.

let’s see
if there is
something out
there tonight.

separated from the
image, captions
provide additional
information to
the panel.

she took her telescope. would there
be anything out there that night?

sound effects are
used to graphically
represent sound. from
very discrete...

GULP!

to in-your-face, as seen in many mangas.
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just as there
are conventional
solutions for
representing sound,
there is more than one
way of depicting
movement.

motion lines,
for example.

graphic
repetition.
oops!

or visual
exaggeration.
hop!

images are
expressive on their
own. comics artists can
use different levels of
abstraction. ranging
from a very realistic
approach,
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through
different
levels

to a
significant
abstraction.

in fact, there are purely
abstract comics!

the
drawing
style can be
adjusted to
the tone and
themes of the
narrative.

in this case, a realistic drawing gives the reader the idea that the panel
represents a real event or, at least, one that is closely related to the reality
we perceive.

a shooting star!!

however, in this other case, the caricaturisation and exaggeration of what
is represented bring a nuance of humour to the drawing, a long-favoured
approach in comics.

a shooting star!!

one of the most powerful resources used in comics is the visual metaphor: an image representing an idea, a thing, a
place or an object by way of similarity. in the panels below, the panic caused by the shooting star is represented by a red
light that breaks with realistic representation.

a shooting star!!

some people consider hyper-realistic drawingS “better done” due to their conventional similarity with what they
represent. however, drawing style is just another component of comics and it offers multiple expressive possibilities.
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another important
aspect lies in how comics
get made.

some comics are made by a
single author who personally
develops the story and
the images.

sometimes, they may
receive the help of
assistants to produce
the whole comic.

throughout the history of comics, there
have also been many cases of collaboration
between scriptwriters and artists.

the script can be very basic,

just verbal,

or the artistic team can collaborate more
closely (the writer can even decide the
page layout).

creators can communicate in many ways (exchanging
sketches, graphic material such as photos, etc.).

don’t forget
that, MORE OFTEN THAN
NOT, making comics takes
a HUGE amount
of time!
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artists have a wide range of techniques to tell their part
of the narrative, such as mixed media, digital software, etc.

for this
reason, in some
cases, tasks may be
divided among several
professionals.

the production
process begins
with the script.

then, the
cartoonist
draws the page.

it then gets
inked by
the inker.

the colourist
applies colour

this practice is well established in the u.s. comics industry, a division of
labour that helps hit tight deadlines so publishers continue to provide a
great range of titles each month!

yes, they are
responsible for the
publication of each comic
and its inclusion in their
catalogue. They reach the public
through general or specialised
bookshops, e-commerce,
fairs, etc.

they can also get involved in the creative process and
make decisions about narrative and graphic aspects.

and the letterer
adds the text.

after that, the
page is finished!

wait!
now THAT
you mention
iT, we cannot
forget the role
of editors
and publishing
houses!

editors either
accept projects
suggested by authors
or commission their
own initiatives.

as we
have just seen,
production
processes can be
individual or
collective, DEPENDiNG
ON the requirements
of each project or
the working habits
of the authors
involved!
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when
did comics
begin?

if we take the visual, sequential and narrative aspects of
the medium, we would need to go back to at least
cave painting.

although comics
did not come from nowhere,
and various traditions undoubtedly
influenced them, it is fair to say
that they started to be
configured much later.

some scholars indeed do so, and study what they call
“protocomics”.

in europe, caricature had a long tradition, but particularly
flourished in visual satire in late-eighteenth-century britain.

SERIOUS RESEARCHERS STUDYING COMICS... IS THAT A JOKE?
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william hogarth and other caricaturists had an enormous influence
on rodolphe töpffer (1799-1846), considered by many experts to be
the “father of comics”.

his satirical works, which were intended for
his students and friends, not for publication,
used multiple panels and a long format (the
horizontal album) for the first time.

*

*Drawn reproduction. Töpffer, R. (1840). Monsieur pencil. Paris:
Librairie d’Abm. Cherbuliez et Cie., pp. 2-3.

for many decades, the preferred vehicle for comics was
the printed press. in the u.s., comics had a mass readership
in the era of yellow journalism.

comic-strip characters and their authors became
national celebrities,

Among others, richard f. outcault’s yellow kid...

and winsor McCay’s little nemo.

but in
the 1930s another
format appeared...
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comic books.

in the u.s., the
1938 debut of superman
in action comics #1 is considered
the start of the golden age of
comics that led to the creation
of many of the iconic superheroes
WE KNOW today.

originally
conceived as
compilations of
already published
material, they soon
included new
stories and
characters.

comics were
starting to become
ASSOCiATED with
children and young
readers, even though
more adult-oriented
publication
continued.

in europe,
they were often read in
magazines. the celebrated
tintin and asterix series
were initially published in
instalments.
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but most
readers know them
from the album that
ended up representing
the franco-belgian
tradition.

the late 1960s and
the 1970s saw an interest in comics
created with adult readers in mind,
especially after the boom of
underground comics
(or comix)...

whose more
autobiographical and social themes
clearly facilitated the consolidation of
the graphic novel (or long format comic)
that seems to prevail today,

although other
traditions still exist
(especially comic books
and albums)!

but it can be said that modern manga was born after world war II
(osamu tezuka is considered its father) to become one of the world’s
biggest and most powerful comics industries.
japan
had its own
rich visual
tradition.

most manga series are still
published in magazines and
the most succesful ones end
up being compiled in small
and thick volumes called
tankobon.

we have only covered very briefly
some of the history of comics,
but it should be remembered that
each country and region of the
world has its own
tradition.

more importantly, these traditions should
not be understood in isolation. just to
give a few examples, töpffer and early
european comics were influential in the u.s.,
european and american comics contributed
to the birth of modern manga, and no one
can question the impact of manga around
the world today!
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now we are
surrounded by comics, it’s a good
moment to discuss how they get to
the readers. i am referring to:

distribution methods
comics
were dead trees,
to begin with.

some people
made them.

that’s
a lot of
people.

other people
printed them.

for much
of their history, comics
have been disposable
objects.

in the 1940s and 1950s, political
posturing in the u.s. meant
vendors were subjected to
protests if they continued to
sell comics.
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then other people
distributed them...

...to people who
sold them.

the first problem came when in many countries they
were sold through newsagents, which, to some,
implanted this idea of comics as disposable objects.

in some other cultures, particularly
the franco-belgian one, comics were
more embedded in conventional
patterns of distribution and retail
due to the durable physical
quality of the
album.

similarly, in japan, manga has deeper
roots that tie it in more closely to the
wider publishing industry; this trend
has accelerated since
the 1950s.

the second problem came in the 1970s as
comics circulation declined. newsstands
started disappearing.

supermarkets became the standard way to buy things and they had little
interest in selling low-margin items like comics.

fanzine
networks offered one
method of distribution,
but this was limited and
highly niche.

one additional issue for creative teams was the pull of going
to work for foreign markets (particularly the u.s. and the
franco-belgian ones), where pay and working conditions
were better.

throughout the
1980s in many countries, comics
came and went as similar problems
with distribution and retail
occurred.

a situation
that persists
nowadays.
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direct market distribution took comics retail into
specialised shops.

this made comics available for many readers but also
identified them as ‘geeks’ because comics were sold
along with games, figurines and other merchandising.

The graphic novel in book form has helped comics
materialise in traditional bookshops and libraries,
particularly in the last decade.

since the 1990s, it has also become possible to publish
online to create and circulate your own comics,
cutting out the publisher and distributor entirely.

as the internet
has risen in importance,
digital comics have risen in
prominence. comics creators
can monetise their work
themselves...
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or use social
media to increase
awareness of their work
and find opportunities
elsewhere.

technology
has also
made comics
increasingly
accesible.

since the 1990s, manga has gained popularity outside japan. manga had already
influenced other comics, such as chinese manhua and korean manhwa...

comics
have always
been global
commodities.
their
fortunes
have ebbed and
flowed for
geopolitical
reasons, as well
as quality
ones.

this, and
methods of
creation and
distribution, place
filters on what
can be done,
and who can
see it.

and in the
1990s and early
2000s it also began
to penetrate the
american and european
comic
industry.

oops...
sorry
guys!
therefore,
how comics REACH
readers influences
THE WAY we read
comics!
we must
hurry or the
library will
be closed!
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this way!

people have
been studying comics
for as long as there have
been comics. they have
not all done so in the
same way, though.

approaches TO
STUDYing COMiCS
include:

formal analysis
(or semiotic analysis):
as the name suggests, this analysis
focuses on the form, the visual
language of comics we covered
earlier:

panels,

page
layout,
etc.

cultural studies:
comics also lend
themselves to a range
of what might be
termed positional
readings.

through
visual and textual
representations
of...

race,

gender,
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well,
here we are...
uffff!!

ehem...

sorry.

narratology:
this approach to comics
uses techniques from literary and
film theory.
comics have a great deal
in common with these disciplines (both
tend to be narrative), but there are also
significant points of departure through
comics’ status as a hybrid form:
words and
pictures: static, yet with
the illusion of
dynamism.

politics,

...and
so on.
comics often
dramatise
contemporary
ideologies
without the
creative team
even being
explicitly
conscious of
the fact.

history of comics
and authorial perspective:
a quite common approach consists
in focusing on the history of comics,
a particular tradition, genre or style of
comics, or even a single
publication or author.

whether
consciously political
or not, comics can be used to
engage with the acts of both
representation and consumption,
and to deepen our understanding
of how this resonates with the
societies and cultures in
which they are read.

war...
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and
we have only
mentioned a
few possible
approaches!!

others
include:

cognitive,
philosophical
and psychoanalytical.

some of them
are developing fast
and have almost become a field
on their own. such is the case
of graphic medicine
(which focuses on interactions
between comics
and healthcare).

comics are
also starting to be
used as a way to do
or incorporate
research.

articles
and phds in
comics form have
flourished.*

*At the end of the guide you can read an interview
with Nick sousanis, the author of Unflattening, a PHD
DiSSERTATiON in comics form.

it is important
to bear in mind that these
methods of analysis and areas
of focus are not mutually
exclusive.

comics are
interdisciplinary
and this makes
them difficult to
place within a
single discipline
or university
department.

but also
all the more
interesting!
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excuse me, it’s
closing time.

all right.

we are
borrowing all
these books,
thanks!

we hope you
have enjoyed this
brief introduction
to how to study
comics. We have
only scratched
the surface!

on the next
two pages you will
find further reading
on the different topics
covered in
this guide.

That is
all for now! We
hope to see/read
you soon!
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
NICK SOUSANIS
We speak with Nick Sousanis (San Francisco
State University), author of Unflattening (2015),
a groundbreaking work on comics and the
relationship between images and words.

Why did you choose the comics form
for Unflattening?
I was a comics maker as a kid, printed and sold
my own superhero/parody comic Lockerman
from 8th grade till my senior year in high school.
My comics-making took a bit of a pause through
undergrad and my time on the tennis court after
college. You couldn’t study comics at university,
and I wouldn’t even have thought to do so. I
wanted to do intellectual things and comics
certainly weren’t considered that – so I studied
mathematics. That’s the ironic thing I suppose
about doing a dissertation in comics form all
those years later – being able to do what’s
the highest level of intellectual scholarship in
this form so long dismissed as anything but. I
never stopped making comics (and certainly
never stopped reading them), so I have a lot
of partially finished projects from college and
the next several years. I ran an arts magazine
in Detroit, and during the 2004 presidential
election in the U.S. I was asked to participate
in a political art show. I only had a few days to
do it so I made a comic. I was pretty geeked
about how it came out and excited about the
possibilities of making an essay in comics rather
than more straightforward storytelling. I ended
up doing a second one for a follow-up show
right after the election. This piece, “Show of
Hands”, about voting, really kicked off the
direction I would go with my comics-making
from that point forward. If my first political comic
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a few weeks earlier riffed off Scott McCloud (to
whom I owe an enormous debt of inspiration
and opening this pathway of working), with
my avatar explaining things in the comic, this
second comic instead drew some inspiration
from Alan Moore and Melinda Gebbie’s “This
is Information,” from a 9/11 tribute comic,
and like theirs, I worked through my narrative
entirely using visual and verbal metaphors,
in this case, every image showing or having
something to do with hands playing off my title.
Soon after that, I co-organized an exhibition of
art and games in Detroit, and a friend of mine
suggested I do the essay for it as a comic. This
was a longer piece, where I continued to use the
metaphorical non-narrative approach, weaving
in pop cultural references (including an entire
page of well-known fictional rabbits arranged
in a Fibonacci sequence of panels), to explore
what games are, their history, and ultimately
offering a philosophical look at how we might
apply what we learn from games to our lives.
When I decided to go to graduate school for my
doctorate, it was these recent comics that I used
as part of my application. I had begun to see all
the different things I’d been doing in my life –
from my comics to running an arts-magazine to
my tennis coaching to the public speaking and
writing courses I taught at the university – as
a way of educating at their core (even if most
of them were far from traditional educational
settings), and so I ended up applying to
Teachers College at Columbia University.
Because I’d been out of academia for a while,
I didn’t see working in comics as a particularly
big deal. Like, Maus had won a Pulitzer,
Watchmen, Persepolis, and so many more had
had universal critical reception – comics were

already accepted in classrooms. I approached
it as “Why not?” This was impressively naïve on
my part, as it would turn out. But I was admitted
with the very clear understanding that I planned
to work in comics so if someone was going to
stop me, their best chance was before they
let me in. Once I arrived, I immediately began
making comics for my classwork, including a
comic about my professor Maxine Greene, then
90-year old professor of aesthetic education,
a legendary figure. Rather than drawing her
representationally, I continued my exploration
of the metaphorical and depicted her as a top – a
dynamo of energy making brilliant connections
as she spun. I had a research class that term
as well with my advisor, Ruth Vinz, who was in
English education, and there she had us choose
a researcher to “shadow,” and learn from. I
chose Alan Moore and read everything he’d
written along with a ton of comics theory (most
of which was all new to me). So while I was
making comics in some classes, I was making
my argument for why I was working in comics
in this class – laying the foundation for what
would become Unflattening. In my third year
at school, I convinced them to let me teach a
comics and education course, and many of the
ideas explored in Unflattening also came out of
my time teaching, as so much of my teaching
has and continues to feed my creative work.

which might lead people to believe that they’d
be more conservative, but I think it was actually
the opposite, they were eager to see something
different and their seniority meant they weren’t
at risk either. I likely hit a really sweet spot in
history when interest in comics and visual
communication was exploding, and there I
happened to be ready to do this thing, with
enough skills and enough self-determination to
make it happen. And finally, as I said, I entered
this naïvely, I didn’t see the radical nature of it
before coming to school. But once I was there,
I became aware of how different this was, and
that it was far more of a political act than I’d
ever anticipated. Once I realized that, I fully
embraced it and realized that the work would
have to be an argument for itself and for the
existence of other things like it. I ended up
speaking at a ton of conferences – I applied to
anything I thought might be interested in what
I was doing and kept getting in – and I went
around proselytizing for comics in academia.
People were really receptive. And all of these
conversations I was fortunate to have helped
shape my work and where I would end up
going with it.

While it’s expected that I must’ve run into some
serious road blocks in creating a dissertation
in comics, that really wasn’t the case for me.
I think it’s in part due to my not knowing any
better, it’s partly attributed to me being driven
and willing to just do my own thing because
it’s important to me. It certainly helped that
my advisors were all being quite senior faculty,

As for my creative process itself – the biggest
challenge for me is that since my earliest
political comics, I’ve developed an approach
that moves far away from illustration. That
is, I don’t write a bunch of text and come up
with images to support it. Rather, I have some
kernel of an idea I want to explore on each
page (or longer sequence), and I need to come

What were the biggest challenges of the
creative process of Unflattening?
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up with metaphors that allow me to get at it.
I have to think of imagery that carries it, and
I am deeply concerned with how the reader
experiences the page – I want to find ways to
embody the idea on the page and in the way
a reader moves through it. As is apparent, I
have no characters, no avatar of myself walking
the reader through the content, and no story
– so each page presents this challenge to
invent anew. In addition to these constraints, I
also decided early on to strip out all technical
and discipline-specific language and keep
everything in metaphorical terms. I want to
thread a needle where I’m saying something
quite precise and specific if you happen to
know the particular thing I’m talking about, but
also completely accessible and understandable
if you don’t already have access to those things.
When asked if I come up with words or pictures
first, I always respond “yes.” I make these super
loose sketch maps, and put a lot of ideas down
as drawings and words, and then start making
connections. The additional constraint is that
of the page – its dimensions and the way we
read. So I’ve set myself all these rules, and I
feel like my job is to put things down and start
playing with them and continue to iterate in
my sketches until something starts to emerge
that gets me excited and starts to feel like it’s
saying the thing I now understand that I want
to say. The beauty of this is that it’s always a
surprise. I usually know what I want to explore,
but I never know where it’s going until I start to
play. (And I can’t stress enough that this is play
– it’s not easy but it is play and the kind of play
I want my students of all levels of experience
to experience as well.) It makes for a constant
challenge, but I find that I’m always rewarded
by what I discover along the way.
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What are the main differences between
conceiving an article/book in comics form
and one exclusively in prose?
Well, there are the obvious things – you need
to know the page size of the publication you
are creating this for along with the length from
the start. It’s not like you can simply flow text
onto a next page or trim a bit here, you have
to be acting as a designer from the start. As I
said above, I am trying to embody the work on
the page rather than illustrate it, so that presents
all these challenges about how the page will be
constructed, what kind of imagery I’ll be using.
Of course, it goes without saying that you’ll
have to draw (or work with someone) – which
can certainly present a larger time challenge.
Though obviously that varies and to say that isn’t
to diminish the challenge of writing prose in the
least. I think I can actually say more in comics in
less space than I can in prose. The origin of the
term “unflattening” comes from some of those
early papers I wrote on comics talking about how
a comics page could hold more information in
a single flat sheet of paper than was possible in
a typically formatted page of words. The ability
to use images, their juxtaposition with each
other and resonance with the text, how you can
layer ideas over each other – all of these sorts
of affordances that comics allow, can actually
present you with a greater density of information
than you might do with text. Each comes with
its strengths and I think the key to making good
comics of a research sort is to really understand
what you can do with comics and find ways to
use them to your greatest advantage, so you’re
not simply illustrating those words, but really
using the comics form to do things that can only
be done in comics.

What sort of possibilities can comics offer in
education?
In terms of the connections between comics
and education, I think first, there needs to be
wide open acceptance of comics in educational
settings. I’ve always been a big believer of
comics for early literacy from my own experience,
and now I’ve seen it with my own kid who was
a super early reader, something I attribute
strongly to our reading comics together from
a very young age. As I’ve explained to fellow
parents from her preschool and kindergarten
class, comics make you pay attention more
– each detail matters. I can’t simply read and
have her tune out, she’s keeping track of speech
balloons, sound effects, all the little details, and
even before she could read, she would point
out when I’d skipped over something. And yes,
comics are in some sense easier to read than
word books – less words, pictures to make the
meaning even if you can’t read the words, but
the specific nature of the words actually tends to
represent an increase in vocabulary and no filler
like “he said,” or all the kinds of placeholders
that word books need that comics can handle
visually. So that’s for young readers and comics
as a gateway to literacy more generally. But
I’m actually a proponent even more strongly of
comics as comics for their own unique strengths.
As I wrote above, the static nature of comics
means they can hold more information through
juxtapositions of images, words, and the way we
encounter an entire page. We can get at ideas,
get at our very thinking in ways that we can’t do
in another form. So in primary school settings, I
think we should be seeing a lot more of comics
(it’s happening anyhow, students are eating up
Raina Telgemeier’s books and others) on all

sorts of situations, and a lot more emphasis on
making them. Again, not as simple versions of
what they could be writing, but as something
perhaps more complex. As I respond to these
questions, I’m starting to wonder what would
happen if we made comics an integral part of
elementary curriculum, perhaps the pattern of
children stopping drawing around age 7 might
not be so severe. Maybe art would be seen as
less specialized, but as a way for all to do their
thinking. In terms of textbooks, we can certainly
see the impact of the John Lewis memoir trilogy
March, dealing with extremely serious and
important subject matter – but still remaining
accessible and highly engaging. I know we are
already seeing more of that and I expect that
will only increase going forward. Students of
all ages get excited about this kind of material,
they engage with it, and not only learn a lot
from it, but think about how stories of their own
lives can be seen in this form.

Where do you think Comics Studies is
heading? And non-fiction/research comics
in particular?
It is hard to say. It’s such a broad and diverse
field, scholars come at it from so many different
disciplines and different interests. That’s all a
good thing but it may be confusing for the short
term. At my university, we now have a Comics
Studies minor that I started and run (we are
housed in an interdisciplinary unit comprised
of Humanities & Liberal Studies), and it is quite
reflective of my own interests. We study comics
broadly as a form of communication and making
is integrated into most of the courses (all of the
ones that I teach). I used to make this joke in
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my early comics courses that you could write
“understanding comics” on the board, but if
you wrote “understanding books” – you’d be
laughed out of class. The task would be seen
as clearly too big. Well, I think we are most
certainly in that place with comics as well. It’s
too big. Again, this isn’t a problem, it presents a
need to have more courses and more programs.
Courses on theory, courses on making, courses
on specific genres, Cultural Studies, Graphic
Medicine, and so much more. This conversation
just came up with a colleague at my university
– we need to think of having comics courses
perhaps as a general literacy course across the
school in the way that a writing requirement
would be. I think frequently of something
Graphic Medicine leader professor Susan
Squier said: “All graduate students should
have a course in making comics!” It’s a given
that everyone needs to write. Obviously it’s
somewhat less of a given that everyone needs
to know how to make comics. I like the idea of
exploring ways to leverage comics as a way to
communicate our ideas across all fields.
One thing I tell my Making Comics students
is that all of my publications have come from
publishers that have otherwise never published
comics. And what that means is while the
opportunity to work for a big time superhero
publisher or some such is quite slim, if you
learn these skills, publishers of all sorts (and
really a growing number of institutions, period)
are hungry to get their ideas out in comics.
Sure, some of it is cynical, recognizing the
financial opportunity in dipping into comics,
but a lot of it is recognizing that this is a
legitimate and effective way to make sure our
message is heard. And this means non-fiction
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and research comics quite certainly. I think
more comics scholars are embracing making
– even if not for their publishing, as a way of
documenting (as both comics and sketchnotes)
and doing them with their students. Certainly
Lynda Barry’s teaching books have contributed
greatly to that – which may not apply directly
to scholarship but certainly to people being
more comfortable and more willing to try
their hand at such things. As the stigma
against comics slowly fades and we see more
prominent examples of what comics can do
in all sorts of fields, I think it will inspire more
people to take them up, and take them up in
ways we can’t necessarily imagine today. When
I was making Unflattening as a dissertation,
I was less concerned with its firstness, and
more determined that it wouldn’t be the last.
That is, I wanted to create something that

would leave a strong enough mark that it would
help open the door to more coming after. And
I think the thing that most excites me about the
conversations I’ve gotten to have with students
of all levels since its publication, is that they are
trying their hand at scholarship of a new sort
(some comics, some in other modalities) and
seeing ways that they can put their entire selves
into their work. And that’s really thrilling and
promising for what’s to come.

Nick Sousanis
Assistant Professor.
School of Humanities
and Liberal Studies.
San Francisco State University.
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you want to
study comics but
are uncertain about
where and how to start?
in this GUiDE we will
cover some of the main
aspects to take
into account when
reading comics.

from how comics
are produced and read
to the various approaches
to studying them.

from comics traditions
and genres around the world
to their distribution methods.

This guide in comics form, written and drawn by members of the Oxford
Comics Network and published by TORCH, The Oxford Research Centre in
the Humanities, covers the main aspects related to the study of comics and
graphic novels.

